Jamming2 - by Peter Green

This puzzle has 24 ‘clues’, one for each row
and column. They are presented
alphabetically. Each ‘clue’ is in fact 2 clues
joined together and so will provide 2 answer
words. The punctuation may or may not
divide them properly and they are not
necessarily in the correct order.

Enter the 2 answer words in the correct row
or column appropriately. However, for 6
rows and 4 columns only 1 word can be
entered. In these cases, the unused word
should be written to the left of the row or on
top of the column.

These 10 unused words, taken in order on the
left and then across the top will provide a
well-known quote and the shaded squares
will provide the formal name of its author.
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A lot of papers are organized for the first mildly manic policeman who doesn’t have the energy to
squawk (7,4)
A show about Aladdin finally, getting on the exalted female and bringing everything back for her (5,6)
A tree? Yes, banana tree goes bananas without a tree e.g.; a right to flip and flip out (4,6)
African-American, for instance will go to hospital area as Indy 500 attendee after 100 let out for cousin
of Pict (8,4)
Asian is living in Haiti - be Tanzanian or from Nepal if escaping an existence (4,7)
Be alive without a salesman’s pitch about each accommodation; change of that which finally goes away
(4,6)
Being tied upsets Ray; becoming the outer limit of the movement of a horse or otter moving around
pointlessly (4,8)
Bridge player will end it all for RN Jackie; actress Grace Lee e.g. can dance (4,8)
Each has to try to get energy in for the diner until father returns to provide some movement (6,4)
Enter with fish replacing the center of cipher; specialist car initially having one nudist dancing around
(5,7)
Enthusiastic to agree changes to hide headings; come out now, come earlier and later (6,5)
Fabric part of jacket, am in ecstasy and will really appreciate some cloverleaves (4,7)
Football team from Georgia and the hills of Vermont; herein lies a definite article (6,3)
From birth to death Lief was in a mess from plant discovered by explorer going back to the firm (4,7)
Gloves in the middle of nil in the middle of nil; art necessitated going west for a bit (4,7
Inflexibility of a vessel’s gear and/or the flexibility of boater; dropping bulkhead for a set of vessels (6,5)
Member I treat initially is OK; shortly everything will be swallowed by speculation of the dance (5,6)
Old African country was named by Grecian character Arnaz - a great actor somewhat providing
diplomacy (8,4)
Pressman gets diamonds thrown at him if inside the tower of demonic evil that’s not turned off (7,4)
Proposition them to incorporate; extraction of some epithets yields a specific object (7,3)
Take first half of stringed toy to turn the second; person developed merit in the meantime (8,3)
Targeted oddly for part of the forest that has of a lot of energy for the standard leaderless city (4,8)
The first 12; I go with the Spanish friend for last 2 parts of celestial revolutions (6,5)
Your right doesn’t count for solver misplacing trivets; overinvestment reallocated will poison (7,3)

